COUNTERSMART™ | BANKING

T H E C O M P L E T E COUNT ER SYST EM
Each Patented CounterSMART™ system is designed and manufactured to accommodate the
shape, finishes and features that fit your image and technical requirements. This complete
counter system is custom manufactured to meet your needs today and future proofed for your
growing needs of tomorrow.
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Designed to withstand the rigors of the banking environment, our rugged extruded aluminum
frame structure provides unparalleled strength and durability, and lets you expand, relocate or
completely makeover your facilities without having to install brand new counters.

THE

EVANS

ADVANTAGE

Over 30 years of manufacturing
experience

Equalling over 10,000 successful installations worldwide

Rich and Diverse Fortune 500
client list

Government Agencies, Oil & Gas, Airports, Air Traffic Control, Chemical Plants,
Military and More

An ISO 9001 Certified
Manufacturer

Evans Quality Assurance ensures that all clients consistently receive control
center solutions that precisely match their intended application

Lifetime Warranty

Only Evans offer a Lifetime Warranty on all steel and aluminum counter structure, making it
durable enough to withstand any 24/7 environment

Experienced and Qualified
team of experts

Our team of Architects, Engineers, Ergonomists, Industrial and Interior Designers and
Project Managers are committed to providing the best service and product in the industry

THE COMPLETE COUNTER SYSTEM

NATIONAL COVERAGE

WITH OVER 60 INSTALLERS AND DEALERS IN THE
UNITED STATES, EVANS OFFERS NATIONAL COVERAGE
ON ANY OF OUR COUNTER SYSTEMS.
The Patented CounterSMART™ System can be Re-Cladded, Re-Postioned and
Re-Configured. This flexible system can grow and adapt with your changing
needs. As technology changes and advances, our National support team can
help make the necessary changes on-site to accommodate your needs.

COUNTERSMART™ CUSTOMIZED

YOUR COUNTER. YOUR WAY.
This flexible system can grow and adapt with your changing
needs and tastes. This Complete Counter System will change
with technology trends and advancements with its ability to
incorporate all current banking equipment while leaving
options for future expansion.

The CounterSMART™ System can be made with
almost any combination of materials. Starting with
the extruded aluminum frame the exterior cladding
can accommodate a wide array of finishes such as
high pressure laminate, wood veneer, compact
laminate, solid surface (Corian, LG Hi-Macs), stainless
steel, granite, engineered stone, polyster, glass,
Plexiglas, bullet resistant construction and even fabric.
The customizable options are almost endless.

3D VISUALIZATIONS Imagine being able to see different product choices, product angles, finish options

SEE IT BEFORE
IT IS MADE.

and more to help you accurately visualize your project before a single piece is
fabricated. From counter studio shots, complete branch renderings, or
walk-through virtual tours – we have done it all! Our 3D imaging talent is at the
cutting edge and we are more than happy to put these skills to work for you.

THE COMPLETE COUNTER SYSTEM

MILLWORK VS. COUNTERSMART™
MILLWORK

PERFORMANCE

DESIGN & CUSTOMIZATION

Customizable

Fully Customizable. Designed
and engineered entirely to
your specifications

Wires are often left dangling under the
counter making it easy for tellers to
kick / unplug, resulting in an
unsafe work environment

Wires and equipment are housed inside
the teller line, using integrated cable
management channels and equipment
mounting systems resulting in tidy and
safe counters that are easy to maintain

ERGONOMICS

Seldom taken into consideration

Proper ergonomics are incorporated
from the very beginning of every project,
utilizing our in-house ergonomists

RELOCATION

Due to its built-in nature,
millwork cannot be easily
moved and re-purposed

Because CounterSMART™ offers a
modular design, it can be
reconfigured or relocated at any time

Due to its fixed nature, millwork
is extremely hard to repair. If repairs are
possible, they are often very costly

Parts can easily be replaced or repaired
in the field without requiring any third
party assistance

Many millwork shops do not have
product certifications

CounterSMART™ products are made with
FSC Certified Materials, GREENGUARD
Certification, LEED Point Contributions

LOGISTICS

Shops often operate locally and cannot
properly support projects outside of a
90-100 Mile radius

Evans ships and install products around
the globe daily and can therefore support
branches across North Amercia

PRICING

Millwork shops often operate on a local
basis with pricing varying between
shops and seasons

CounterSMART™ pricing does not vary
based on manufacturing load or
seasonal activities

Often manufactured in smaller shops
with plenty of outsourcing, affecting
lead times and quality

95% of our components are manufactured
in our ISO9001 factory, resulting in
greater flexibility, consistent quality and
faster production cycles

Limited warranty, if any

Lifetime warranty on the frame structure
and five (5) years on all other components

EQUIPMENT & CABLE
MANAGEMENT

REPAIRS

CERTIFICATIONS

VALUE

COUNTERSMART™

QUALITY

WARRANTY

FLEXIBLE AND DURABLE
CounterSMART™ is designed with a
modular steel frame offering unmatched
durability. The underlying structure can
be reconfigured post-installation, which
allows the counters to grow with your
facility over the years.

A CLOSER LOOK
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Steel / Aluminum Frame: Our modular
frame offers unmatched lifetime durability

2

PC Storage: A cavity at the back of the
counter provides space for PC storage.

3

Rear Access Panels provide easy
access to cable management and PC inputs

4

Wire Management: Accessible hidden cable
management ensures safety, easy
maintenance and limited clutter

5

Fully Functional Slat Wall: Allows for mounting
of flat screen monitors and various accessories
to free up desk space while effectively hiding
monitor cables

6

Custom Equipment: Any type of custom
equipment, such as cash dispensers, are
integrated into the design. Future-proofing
allows for technology refreshes and
equipment upgrades to be easily
accommodated

GREENGUARD, the most familiar product certification and a globally
recognized leader in indoor air quality, has been certifying products since
2001. GREENGUARD is an independent third party certification program
that certifies products for low non-toxic emissions. Our furniture is
manufactured using recycled and low emitting materials that help our
customers meet and exceed environmental standards in their projects.
Evans products can be constructed in such a way that they support the
LEED Certification of your facility.
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